
WE ARE PATIENTS 

JUST LIKE YOU
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WHAT IS A PPG AND HOW DO THEY WORK?
This presentation is an example of how one PPG works with their surgery



Patient Participation Groups (PPGs) were developed as a way to offer and encourage patient 

involvement with the NHS as well as engaging in their own health care. 

Since April 2015 all GP practice NHS core contracts require GPs to have a PPG and make reasonable

efforts to ensure that it is representative of patients. There is no fixed number for a PPG, so can be a group

of just 3-4 core members who are able to commit and participate.

PPGs work to get to know their area and alert the GP practice to specific problems, working with them and 

being involved in setting priorities to ensure that commissioning decisions are made known to the wider 

patient population. 

They can provide practical support for the practice.

They can contribute to the continuous improvement of services.

WHAT IS A 

PPG?
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We cannot
Deal with individual 

complaints!

Personal complaints are 
dealt with by the Practice 
Manager and must be put 

forward in writing.  
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THE SOUTH LEWISHAM PPG FORMAT
• Patients wishing to join must, in order to comply with General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 

complete an application form. 

• We currently have a committee of 8 patients, including a Chair and Secretary., who are provided with 
written details of their roles, responsibilities and key relationships.

• We have the assistance of the surgery Patient Liaison Officer, who attends each meeting and provides 
us with any help needed at the surgery. 

• Also attending each meetings we have a GP representative (usually a partner), and the Patient 
Services Manager. 

• The remainder of the members are set up as general Members. 

• All members are invited to general meetings, and asked if they have any agenda items to put forward 
for discussion beforehand. 

• Members unable to attend are able to have an input via email. All members are sent copies of the 
minutes, which are also placed on the practice web site.

• Committee members take on a little more responsibility in our PPG, working more closely with the 
surgery and taking a part in organising events or projects, or helping with various admin tasks. 
Committee meetings take place as and when needed. 

• Members may be being asked to help out for such things as events. 

• We are members of NAPP – National Association of Patient Participation.  
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OUR MAIN AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
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• To work with South Lewisham Group Practice to offer the patients perspective on the 

services provided.

• To provide a forum to support positive ideas and voice concerns, assisting GP’s to 

develop an increased understanding of patients priorities, needs, wishes and 

perspectives.

• To help improve communication to implement change, and encourage patients to take 

more responsibility for their own health.

• To help in the education of patients with regards to their health and well being.

• To provide information on health and wellbeing to patients.

• To signpost patients and GP’s toward groups and organisations concerned with health 

and wellbeing.

• To encourage more patients to join our PPG.

• To showcase and expand what we do into the local community and market place.



• Work closely with the surgery to discuss practice issues and patient experience to 
improve the service .

• Alert the practice to specific problems, working with them to set priorities. 

• Invite ideas and suggestions from patients to put forward in order to help the practice, 
staff and patients. 

• Help with patient surveys, discussing results and suggesting possible changes needed.

• Pass on any important information, news on health and wellbeing and local events. 

• Arrange health and wellbeing events for patients and local residents 

• Invite groups and organisations to the practice each day to promote their specialisms, 
provide information and advice to patients or use as outreach.

• Issue a PPG newsletter inviting GP’s staff, and patients to contribute.

• As well as requesting contact details, the form provides for the patient to choose how 
much information they wish to receive. Other information on the form 

• Help the practice and patients in any other ways as needed or able.

WHAT OUR PPG DOES
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To continue growth we must

• Gain more members
• Make sure we monitor progress against 

objectives

• Publicise our successes

• Involve people

• Learn from other groups

• Build on and work with our network of 
health and wellbeing groups and 
organisations.

• Expand activity where possible (we do not 
want to become stale)

• Make sure we review our objectives 
regularly 7



Available Resource

National Association Of Patient Participation N.A.P.P

What do N.A.P.P do?

• Encourages the formation of patient participation groups

• Provides information for groups

• Organises national and local conferences for groups to share best practice

• Maintains the nationwide network of groups

• Seeks to influence national policy 

• Supports PCT initiatives

• Funded to work with Primary Care Trusts 

• Tool kit available

• Information available on pilot projects 

• Help line 

• Website forum

• Local/regional support
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N.A.P.P contact information 01932 242350
ww.w.napp.org.uk
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• A current membership of approximately 70 and rising.

• In past years held annual Saturday Health and Wellbeing Market Place even with around  23 groups and 

organisations attending. This was open to patients and the local community. 

• Currently offer a free table in the surgery waiting area each weekday, during open hours, to enable them to 

promote their specialisms and project and offer help and advice to patients and visitors.

• Golden Age coffee Morning each month in partnership with Ageing Well in Lewisham where we also invite 

speakers to talk to patients about a variety of topics, discuss and encourage interaction.

• Carers Lewisham outreach each month giving help and advice followed by their coffee morning for Carers.

• Department of Works and Pensions (DWP) attend twice monthly to offer help, advice and information.

• Annual Macmillan coffee morning in the waiting room.

• PPG Newsletters and GP promotion leaflets.

• With the old group PIP (Patients in Participation) led a successful campaign, with petition and newspaper 

articles, stopping the South Lewisham Phlebotomy Clinic closure. This clinic now opens all day every weekday.

• GP’s and staff willing to listen, make changes, offer information and get more involved.

SOME OF OUR SUCCESSES TO DATE



Patient Participation Group                   
(PPG)                                 

JOIN US AND HELP 
MAKE A DIFFERENCE
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Some questions 

Every surgery has different wants and needs, so does your surgery PPG know 

what these are?

What do you expect from your surgery now and in the future?

How can your PPG effectively support your surgery and work together with them 

to help meet those expectations?

Does your  PPG have any ideas or suggestions for the surgery and can they offer 

solutions?

What support can you offer your PPG?


